Fountain of Wisdom
CHANGING WORLDS FROM THE INSIDE OUT

Feb. 20-26
Sacred Valley, Peru
A life-changing & planet-changing journey
Daily meditations led by a Tibetan Meditation Master
Exquisite visit to a hidden Sacred Site
Q’ero Despacho Ceremony
Waterfall Purification Ceremony
Wind-Horse: Tibetan Flag Ceremony
Mindfulness Techniques
Andean Nature Walks
Tibetan Fire Puja
Coca Leaf integration circles
Extraordinary Herbal Plant Bath with Quechua Medicine Women
Genuine time, connection, and excellent advice with ancestral leaders

It's all taken care of.
All meals organically prepared by local Quechua chef
High-end accommodations at an ecological retreat center
Indigenous ceremonies, teachings, and activities
Direct Facilitation by ancestral instructors and English translation
All ground transportation during course + transport to and from Cusco
High quality filtered mountain water
Support booking sacred site tours before or after the retreat
Support with coordination details to and from Peru

A genuine cultural experience of a lifetime
$1800
Can be made in 3 payments

(Not Included: International or national flights)

The Schedule
A 7-day journey through the 5 elements
and the 5 causes of global awakening
through indigenous wisdom, ceremony, and nature

Sunday Feb 20

Welcome
10 am arrival to center from Cusco
Snacks and settle in rooms
Relax in nature
1pm: Epic lunch
3pm: WELCOME CIRCLE
Welcome Ceremony
7pm: Dinner

Monday Feb 21

EARTH
Morning Meditation w/ Lama:
Skillful techniques for calming our minds & centering our focus
Q'ero Earth Ceremony: Commonly known as a Despacho, this
ceremony dates back to the time of the Inkas in which we make a
gorgeous intentional gift of seeds, sweets, flowers, and coca to greet the
Apus (mountains) and Pachamama (Earth) to give our thanks, open our
path, and bring immense blessings to our lives. This ceremony teaches us
how to maintain a harmonized relationship with nature.
Coca Circle: Earth at the Secret Level: According to Tibetan
Philosophy, the Earth element exists at our subtle level of consciousness.
When it is out of balance we experience challenges related to arrogance
or low self-esteem. When it is in balance we experience abundance,
generosity, and fortitude in our work, life, and relations. Lama will teach
us how to transform the Earth element into the Wisdom of Equanimity.
Maestro Luis will guide the coca circle during this discussion.
Evening Meditation: Calming the mind for a restful sleep and learning
to maintain awareness through the dreams (sleep yoga)

Tuesday Feb 22

WATER
Morning Practice w/ Lama:
The 4 essential reflections for awakening human potential
Waterfall Purification Ceremony: Our Q'ero and Tibetan maestros
will lead us in sacred prayers and purification mantras under a cascade of
fresh Andean mountain water. This practice will teach us how to
consciously tune into our natural capacity to purify the burdens we carry,
and how to work with the elements to maintain clear awareness.
Coca Circle: Water at the Secret Level: In Tibetan Philosophy, water
also exists at our subtle level of consciousness. When it is out of balance
we experience challenges related to Anger & frustration, when it is in
balance we experience fluidity, clarity, unshakeable calmness no matter
how big the adversity. Lama will teach us about transforming the Water
element into the skillful balance between pure strength, compassion, and
wisdom while Maestro Luis leads us in coca circle during this discussion.
Herbal Plant Bath by Quechua Medicine Women- Abuela Eva, her
daughter Inez, and Mama Leticia will hike into the mountains to
wild-harvest over 30 plants and herbs that heal and purify our body and
spirit. They will pour this herbal tea from our head to toe cleansing our
energy and letting it go back into the Earth. Then we will be warmly
tucked into bed with prayers to allow the medicine to work its magic.
Evening Blessing: Lama will offer the ChuTsol ritual crown bath to bless
your subtle energy and consciousness

Wednesday Feb 23

FIRE
Morning Practice w/ Lama:
Practicing the 4 pillars of immeasurable love & openness to life
Intercultural Fire Puja: How blessed we are to have such potent
lineages together! Lama will lead us in a traditional Tibetan fire puja to
bless the Hampi Mama Botanical Sanctuary so the projects of the
Quechua Medicine Women and Q'ero may flourish to benefit many! This
is a special fire ceremony full of offerings that teaches us how to maintain
good relationship with the spirit of nature. Each lineage, and each one of
us, will make offerings to the fire to awaken our most treasured inner
qualities and open manifold blessings in each of our lives.
Coca Circle: Fire at the Secret Level: In Tibetan Philosophy, Fire exists
at the subtle level of consciousness and is related to attachment and
uncontrollable desire. When we know how to work with fire properly, this
same energy can teach us about the truth of the interdependent nature
of our planet and the reality of change. Lama will teach us how to work
with the Fire element to cultivate discernment that neither avoids nor
attaches to people and situations, therefore giving rise to joy.
Maestro Luis will lead us in coca circle during this discussion.
Evening Meditation: Calming the mind for a restful sleep and learning
to maintain awareness through the dreams (sleep yoga)

Thursday Feb 24

WIND
Morning Meditation w/ Lama:
Skillful techniques for learning to maintain calm awareness all throughout the day
Wind-Horse Tibetan Flag Ceremony:
A GORGEOUS intercultural celebration of hanging prayer flags to harmonize
the environment, bringing prayers and intentions into fruition, and increasing
the long life, good health, vitality, and happiness of each of us and our
communities. Wherever the wind blows on these flags, it increases the power
of your prayers far and wide. Our particular intention at Hampi Mama is to
raise the consciousness of organic agriculture in the Sacred Valley to protect
the precious Andean watersheds and preserve Quechua wisdom.
Coca Circle: Wind at the Secret Level: In Tibetan Philosophy Wind exists at the
level of our mind as well. When unbalanced it shows up at Jealousy and Envy. When
in balance it shifts into admiration for others and achievement of our purpose.
Lama will teach us how to transform Wind at the secret level into the Wisdom of
Realization. Maestro Luis will lead coca circle during this discussion.
Plant walk with Leticia: What a marvelous way to get to know the Andes then to
get to know the intricate wisdom of the plants that keep its landscapes and people
healthy! Mama Leticia will bring us on a plant identification walk to know the local
plants and how to prepare them into medicines for any type of ailment. Leticia will
show us how she is working with these plants to regenerate the soils and restore
the local habitat.
Evening Meditation: Practices for calming the mind and tuning into the vastness
of consciousness in our dream world.

Friday Feb 25

SPACE
Morning Practice w/ Lama:
Skillful techniques for starting the day with calm clear awareness
Silent Meditation Walk to Hidden Sacred Site: We will spend this day in full
silence so we can get to know the incredible capacity of our brilliant minds, filter the
thoughts, and sink into clear awareness without distractions. We will go on a
beautiful hike to a hidden sacred site where we will bask in the pristine beauty of the
Andes and Lama will guide us in an exploration of awakening our human potential.
A practice we can apply to every aspect of daily life.
Hucha Mihuy practice with Luis: Literally translates as "Eating the Heavy Energy,"
this is an ancient energy and breath-work practice of transforming negative
thoughts and experiences into positive ones. We can learn to be open to life's ups
and downs, consciously face challenge with courage, and transform suffering into
wisdom.
Coca Circle: Space at the Secret Level: Space is the 5th element that is often not
discussed in many lineages. According to Tibetan Philosophy it is the most
important element: Consciousness. Without space the other elements would not
exist, it is the emptiness of the mother from which all life emerges. When out of
balance, space manifests as Confusion and disorganization. Lama will teach us how
to transform Space into the Wisdom of Interdependence- which points to the
essential interconnectedness of the web of life. Maestro Luis will guide a coca circle
during this discussion.
Chod Tibetan Sound Healing Ceremony: An exquisite sound healing like never
before! As you sink into meditation with the Tibetan bell, Damaru (ceremonial drum),
and trumpet, Lama Dorje sings mantras and prayers to release habits and patterns
of mind that cause suffering, and to support deep healing of the physical, mental,
and emotional levels.

Saturday Feb 26

CELEBRATE
Morning Practice w/ Lama:
Practicing the 6 perfections of excellent conduct
Intercultural Celebration! After breaking our day of silence, its time to
play! We have learned SO MUCH over this week and have recognized our
extraordinary human potential to change the world from the inside out.
We will enjoy a big ole Andean style celebration with food, music, and
chicha (fermented corn drink). Consciously remembering the importance
of rejoicing and celebrating the achievements of ourselves and others.
Integrating into daily life: Though each day will be steeped with daily
coca integration circles, this one will be extra potent and dedicated to
direct clear guidance on how to integrate this treasury of ancestral
knowledge into your practical life context.
Evening Meditation: Dedication of merit to benefit the whole
interconnected web of life

Sunday Feb 27

Farewell!

Breakfast
then ride back to Cusco!

DETAILS:

Deposit info:
To reserve your place submit a $600 non-refundable deposit. The remaining
balance of $1200 must be paid by December 31, 2021. If you cancel after Dec.
31st will be subject to a $200 fee in addition to the deposit, as this is what
was invested on your behalf. Reviveolution is not keeping any portion.

We are sensitive to the global climate and will work with each participant in
the case of unanticipated covid changes. In the case of border closures,
your contribution will be refunded in full. If our minimum number of
participants is not met, we reserve the right to cancel the retreat and, in this
very unlikely case, we will return your full contribution.

Fly into:
In most cases you will need to first fly into Lima, and then take a national flight
to Cusco. Typically it is cheaper if you book it separately this way! In Cusco,
we are providing a shuttle to the center on the morning of Feb 20 at 8am.

Economic Flight Tips:
Open Google Chrome
Click the 3 dots at top right corner
Open incognito window
Type in Google Flights
Search for flights to LIMA as destination.
Enjoy cheaper rates!

What to pack
We will send you a pack list in the coming weeks for recommended clothing
and such! Good thing is, you are staying at a center and will have everything
you need, so you wont need to get much gear for this trip :)

DETAILS:

A Note About Covid
In Peru and the Sacred Valley life is safe and calm. Numbers are the lowest they
have been since the beginning of the pandemic. We will be following up with
everyone closer to the retreat date to confirm that each participant is familiar
with their specific requirements as things evolve over the next few months.

To respect each other's safety we ask each person to take a test before the
retreat. This helps each person to feel safe to fully drop into to a container of
health and wellbeing together, and let the worries dissolve. We will reach out
closer to time to determine whether it's best to do that test before getting on the
plane or the DIY tests after flights. Before we enter the transport together, we
will take everyones temperature. And do a happy dance.

If you have any questions or concerns about these requests, please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Daily Schedule:
As you noticed above, we keep times flexible this far in advance so that the
wisdom-keepers have room to sculpt the best order of the teachings.
In general, your daily schedule will be as follows:

8 am: Morning practice (optional)
9 am: Breakfast
10 am: Morning Session
1 pm: Lunch
3 pm: Afternoon session
7 pm: Dinner
8 pm: Evening meditation (optional)

THE CENTER
There will be 2 people to a room, so you have ample space to rest and enjoy.
Cleaning measures are being made daily at your Sacred Valley paradise. You
have fresh mountain air to breath, organic food and juices to detox, Quechua
herbal remedies to boost the immune, and our main temple is big and spacious!

Tashi Delek & Urpiyay Sonqoyay!

